The Creative Economy
Revealing your untapped resources
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The Creative
Economy is:
Defined internationally
as the sector of the
economy based on
creativity & innovation
and also known as the
‘knowledge economy’.

Creative
Professions are:
• Architecture and
design;
• Advertising and
marketing;

• Software and digital
content;
• Music, visual and
performing arts;

• Film, TV and radio,
and
• Publishing and
writing.

The Project:
An audit of the
creative sector in
the Great Southern
region of WA.

Project Goals:
• Gain an accurate picture of
the sector in the Great
Southern
• Fill the gaps in data that the
Census is unable to capture
• Identify any regional or Shire
points of difference

• Draw out specific problems
and try and find ways to solve
blockages to the growth of
the sector

Why measure
your creatives?
The Creative sector has enormous
potential to augment other industries in
regional centres, such as:
•
•

•
•
•
•

value adding to primary production;
providing experiences and products to
the tourism sector;
contributing to the diversity of
education options;
embedding the knowledge economy
in natural resource management;
enriching retail products; and
developing innovative approaches in
health care, particularly in delivering
services to remote communities.

As an economic sector it has the ability to
both help diversify the economy, and to
create economic links between other
industry sectors; potentially supporting a
more resilient economic base.

Economic diversity and connections may
also be mirrored in cultural diversity and
social connections through creative
processes such as performances,
interpretation, writing and place making to list the most obvious examples.

Capturing
the data
•

On-line survey, publicized
via email and media

•

ABS data interrogation

•

Research into other similar
studies

•

Focused interviews and
workshops
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What we found;

Capturing
emerging
opportunities
Barriers and
benefits
•
•

Not just Arty Farty…..
Accurate data

•
•

Building networks
Local brainpower

Engaging the creative
community will allow the
wider business sector to see
that local knowledge,
innovation and skills are
available, and allow

‘accelerated serendipity’
to occur as different
specialists and industries
come together around
problems.

Big picture
actions

Capturing
emerging
opportunities

Activate the sector by
bringing creative
workers together and
making creative work
visible;
•Virtual hubs
•Physical hubs

Engaging the creative
community will allow the
wider business sector to see
that local knowledge,
innovation and skills are
available, and allow

D.I.G.S. HUB
Design and Innovation
in the Great Southern
Hub.

‘accelerated serendipity’
to occur as different
specialists and industries
come together around
problems.

Our Challenge….

We know:

But:

•the Region and the local economy would
benefit from a stronger creative sector

•the challenge is how to draw creative
workers into the process of setting up the
hubs

•there are creative workers who want to
grow their businesses
•‘hubs’ have been developed successfully
in regional centers, and are playing an
important role in sustainable economic
futures

•the people who will use the hubs need to
shape them
•the challenge is generating energy,
engagement, buy-in and commitment
from a fragmented sector
•Creative Albany has minimal funding and
no staff, so driving this process is
problematic for a small volunteer
organization – no matter how visionary
they are

Will it fly?
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The full
Create Southern Great Southern
report is available at:

www.creativealbany.org

